“I like my doctors. How do I check to see if they are in a Fallon network?”

Finding your doctor is easy!

Find a doctor with our search tool
When you visit fallonhealth.org/gic, click on “Find a doctor” under the “Tools for members” section. You can search for a provider by location, name or specialty.

To find your Primary Care Provider or Specialist by name:
1. Choose Name tab
   Enter the physician’s last name. *(First name and state are optional.)*
2. Choose your Fallon plan
   Direct Care or Select Care
3. Click “submit”

To find your Primary Care Provider or Specialist by location:
1. Choose Location tab
   Enter ZIP code or your city and state; choose distance from city or ZIP
2. Choose your Fallon plan
   Direct Care or Select Care
3. To narrow your selection, specify:
   Type of Primary Care Provider (PCP) and choose “no preference”, “adults” or “children”. Or specify Specialty, Gender; and/or Additional language
4. Choose hospital affiliation *(optional)*
5. Click “submit”
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